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How Well Do You Manage Your Energy? 

Take this questionnaire, to establish how well you manage your energy levels.  Please tick the 

statements below which resonate with you.  

 Spiritual Energy 

  I don't make enough effort to be a positive influence on others.  

  When I make choices at work it is because of external influence. I am not driven by my 

strengths, purpose or what I place value on. 

  Where I place my time and energy does not match what I say is important to me. 

  When I am at work, I am not working to my strengths or doing much of what I enjoy. 

Physical Energy 

  I don't allow time in my schedule for exercise or other health-related activity. 

  I stay up later than I should, not getting enough sleep and often wake up feeling tired. 

  Sometimes I skip meals or eat unhealthy things because it's quick, easy and I can't be 

bothered. 

  I often eat at my desk. I don't take proper breaks when I need to refresh or recharge. 

Brain Energy 

  I rarely read a book, or visit a museum or gallery or take a walk in the countryside  

  

  I spend much of my time reacting to immediate crises and demands rather than focusing 

on activities with longer-term value and greater worth  

  I don’t take enough time for reflection, strategizing and creative thinking  

  

  I work in the evenings or at weekends and I almost never take an email-free holiday  

  

Professional Energy  

  I find it difficult to say no to the requests of others which impacts the level of control I 

have over my own work. 

  I am easily distracted during the day, I procrastinate and find it difficult to focus on one 

thing at a time. 

  I don't feel I am performing as well as I could at work.  This is partly due to time and 

resources. 

  I don't feel my work is useful, valued or contributing to the bigger picture. 

Emotional Energy 

  I don't give myself time to do things I really enjoy. 

  Work gets the best of me, my family and friends get the worst of me and/or not enough 

time with me. 

  I frequently feel stressed at work especially if the work is demanding. I may feel frustrated, 

annoyed, irritated or anxious. 

  I don't take time to show gratitude, to be grateful. I don't acknowledge my successes or 

miracles, big or small. 
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Score your results  

What do you most need to work on?   

Spiritual Energy  

Physical Energy  

Brain Energy  

Professional Energy  

Emotional Energy  

TOTAL NUMBER OF TICKS   

 

Guide to scores  

0-4: excellent energy management  

5-8: reasonable energy management  

9-12: almost managing energy levels  

13-16: poor energy management  

17-20: a serious energy management problem  

 

Guide to category scores  

0: excellent energy management  

1: strong energy management  

2: significant issues  

3: poor energy management  

4: a serious energy management problem 

 

Would you like a complimentary strategy session focused on reducing stress 

in these areas? 

If you would like to feel more resilient, I can offer you some tangible solutions. Book in a time for a 

chat to see if you qualify for a complimentary strategy session. 

 I PROMISE you this is not a sales call. My passion is to create order out of chaos.  My intention is to 

always give value. 

After our chat, if I believe I can assist you, we can organise your complimentary strategy session 

where I will assist you in answering the following questions in each of these areas. 

• Spiritual Energy- Where do you place value in your life?  What are values are you not 

truthfully owning? Is it important to you or important to others? How do you want to be 

remembered?  

• Physical Energy- How well do you look after yourself? Do you sleep well? What can you 

recognise about your habits? 

• Brain Energy - how do you keep an active mind? What do you do for your own personal 

development? When and how do you get brain fog?  

• Professional Energy – Where are your strengths & weaknesses? What is your genius zone? 

Where and why do you become frustrated? Who do you come into conflict with? Are you 

passive, aggressive or assertive? 

• Emotional Energy – Are you lucky or do you have miracles in your life? Can you roll with the 

punches?   What cheers you up when you feel negative? Do you have tools and strategies to 

manage your stress? How do you know when you are stressed? 

To see if I can assist you, book a time to chat here: 

https://shor.by/yTT3 
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